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Abstract

Background—Palatal tremor is divided into symptomatic palatal tremor (SPT) and essential palatal tremor (EPT) on the basis of clinical features. The inferior olive seems to be abnormal in SPT, but not EPT. Because the inferior olive is likely to be involved in several types of motor learning, it is hypothesised that motor learning would be abnormal in patients with SPT, but not those with EPT.

Methods—In six patients with SPT and four patients with EPT, two motor learning paradigms were studied—the classical conditioning of an acoustically elicited eyeblink with electrical supraorbital nerve shock and a test of adaptation of ballistic arm movements to a change of the gain.

Results—Classical conditioning was impaired unilaterally or bilaterally in the patients with SPT, depending on whether they had unilateral or bilateral abnormalities of the inferior olives, except for the two least affected patients. All but one of the patients with EPT had normal conditioning. On the adaptation test of arm movements, most of the patients with SPT had impaired learning of the arm contralateral to the hypertrophied inferior olive, regardless of whether the abnormality was unilateral or bilateral, but all patients with EPT had normal results.

Conclusions—In SPT pseudohypertrophy of the inferior olive leads to defective cerebellar functions, whereas in EPT the inferior olive functions normally.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1996:60:520–525)
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Palatal tremor is a rhythmic movement disorder characterised by continuous movements of the soft palate and sometimes involving additional muscles. This condition is often accompanied by an abnormality of the inferior olive characterised by hypertrophy with swollen cells and an increase of glial tissue. This so-called olivary pseudohypertrophy is thought to develop after a lesion in the pathway from the contralateral dentate nucleus to the inferior olive via the red nucleus and the central tegmental tract. If pseudohypertrophy of the inferior olive underlies the pathophysiology of palatal tremor, it may be expected that other functional disturbances of the inferior olive can be identified.

In earlier studies, we have shown that patients with palatal tremor can be separated into two groups: symptomatic palatal tremor (SPT) and essential palatal tremor (EPT). Among several features separating these conditions are areas of hyperintensity on MRI at the level of the inferior olive in the patients with SPT, but not in the patients with EPT. The abnormal signals very likely represent olivary pseudohypertrophy, which we think is restricted to SPT and does not occur in EPT. Along with these morphological abnormalities in SPT, there is clinical evidence of cerebellar deficits of varying severity. We attempted to investigate quantitatively the olivary functions with motor learning tests, because there is evidence that the cerebellum and its associated circuitry are necessary for motor learning to take place. We selected classical conditioning, one of the most extensively studied learning paradigms, and adaptation of arm movements, because both tests reveal clearcut abnormalities in patients with cerebellar deficits.

Methods

We studied 10 patients with palatal tremor (six with SPT and four with EPT). The table summarises their clinical characteristics. These are reported in detail elsewhere. The patients' hearing was normal. Twenty-six age-matched normal volunteers, 16 for the classical conditioning paradigm and 10 for the adaptation paradigm, served as control subjects. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board, and all subjects gave their written informed consent for the study.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Other papers describe the methodologies for eyeblink conditioning and adaptation motor learning and, therefore, the tests are only briefly summarised here. For eyeblink conditioning, pairs of surface cutaneous electrodes were placed over the upper and lower orbicularis oculi muscles on both sides of the face. The conditioned stimulus was an auditory tone of 90 dB applied for 400 ms through earphones to both ears simultaneously. The unconditioned stimulus was an electrical shock of 0.5 ms duration applied to the right supraorbital nerve at an intensity of three to five times the sensory threshold. In some
patients, the conditioning with electrical stimuli to the left supraorbital nerve was tested separately in a second experiment. The subjects were seated comfortably and kept their eyes open during the test. The conditioned (auditory) stimulus and the unconditioned (electrical) stimulus were coupled, with the electrical shock being delivered just at the end of the tone. Coupled stimuli were given for eight consecutive trials, followed by two test trials: one with the auditory stimulus alone and one with the electrical stimulus alone. Ten to 15 seconds were allowed between each trial. Each block of 10 trials was repeated eight times.

The EMG signals were rectified and smoothed with a time constant of 10 ms. A conditioned response was defined as EMG activity with an amplitude of more than 2 μV in the orbicularis oculi muscles on both sides of the face and preceding the unconditioned stimulus by less than 200 ms. Without conditioning, the baseline activity was always below 1 μV. The same definition applied to the trials with the conditioned stimulus alone.

For adaptation motor learning, the motor learning task was to match a ballistic movement of the forearm to a target alternating between two positions on a computer screen. The subject had to make the cursor follow the target movements with a single, rapid elbow flexion or extension, with emphasis on speed rather than accuracy. The gain between arm and cursor movements was adjusted so that an elbow rotation of 13.5° resulted in a 13.5 cm cursor displacement (gain = 1.0 cm°). After a few practice trials, the subject performed 40 movements between the right and left targets (baseline trials). Between trials 40 and 41, the gain of the system was suddenly increased so that an elbow rotation of 9-3° produced a cursor displacement of 13.5 cm (gain = 1.42 cm°), and the subject performed another 40 movements between the targets (test trials).

![Figure 1](http://jnnp.bmj.com/) Conditioned EMG responses from the lower eyelid in a patient with EPT (A) and a patient with SPT (B). Traces are examples from seven consecutive blocks of trials with paired conditioned and unconditioned stimuli. The eighth trace is with the acoustic stimulus alone in the seventh block. The bars indicate the conditioned stimulus (CS). The large arrows indicate delivery of the unconditioned stimulus (UCS). The small arrows indicate the appearance of the conditioned responses. Conditioned responses are frequent in the patient with EPT, but almost absent in the patient with SPT.
Figure 2  Number of conditioned responses (mean (SD)) as a function of the block number in the normal subjects. After five blocks, there is no additional increase in the number of conditioned responses.

DATA ANALYSIS

The methods used for analysis of the data from the adaptation motor learning task are described elsewhere. Briefly, the absolute movement amplitude and movement duration were measured and an exponential function was fitted to the amplitude values obtained after the change of the gain, according to a least square algorithm. The exponent \( \tau \) of this exponential function is considered to measure the speed of learning.

Figure 3  Individual results of the conditioning test in six patients with SPT (top) and four patients with EPT (bottom). The shaded areas indicate the (two sided) 98% confidence intervals of the normal subjects. Whenever clinical or MRI asymmetries were present, the patients were tested with both right sided and left sided unconditioned stimuli. Abnormal conditioning is evident in four patients with SPT (5, 6, 8, and 9) and one patient with EPT (3). One patient with SPT (6) shows only unilateral abnormal conditioning.
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Results

CLINICAL AND MRI FINDINGS

Three patients with SPT had bilateral palatal tremor and bilateral cerebellar symptoms, and the other three had unilateral palatal tremor on the right side and a right sided cerebellar syndrome. Brain MRI of patients with bilateral SPT showed bilateral hyperdensities at the level of the inferior olive, which was interpreted as olivary pseudohypertrophy. Brain MRI of patients with unilateral SPT showed only unilateral, left sided olivary pseudohypertrophy (contralateral to the side of palatal tremor and the cerebellar syndrome). Brain MRI of the patients with EPT was normal.

EYEBLINK CONDITIONING

Conditioned responses were produced by the normal subjects as early as in the first block of paired stimuli. Figure 1A shows the responses to paired conditioned and unconditioned stimuli and to the conditioned stimulus alone for a patient with EPT, whose responses were similar to those of the normal subjects, and fig 1B shows a patient with SPT, whose responses were almost absent. In normal subjects, the conditioned responses increased during the first four blocks of paired stimuli, but reached a plateau thereafter (fig 2). Figure 3 shows the patients’ results with respect to the 98% confidence intervals for the normal subjects. In patients with SPT (5, 8, and 9) who had bilateral palatal tremor and MRI evidence of abnormalities of both inferior olives, conditioning was abnormal bilaterally. In patients with unilateral SPT, conditioning was abnormal unilaterally, on the side of the palatal tremor, in one (6), and normal bilaterally in the other two (7 and 10), who had the mildest cerebellar symptomatology (table and Deuschl et al’). By contrast, some patients with EPT (1, 2, and 4) had normal conditioning, but patient 3, who had no clinical abnormalities other than palatal tremor and no abnormal signals on the MRI, had abnormal conditioning.

ADAPTATION MOTOR LEARNING

With the exception of patient 8, all subjects could perform the adaptation motor learning task without difficulty. After the change of gain, all of them showed some adaptation to the new movement amplitude. The normal subjects and patients with EPT rapidly adapted to the new gain (fig 4A), but the patients with SPT, who had slightly larger movement amplitudes during the baseline condition, were slower to adapt to the new target amplitude (fig 4B). The $r$ value, a measure of the number of trials necessary for adaptation motor learning to reach the baseline error, 13 was 1:66 for the normal subjects (fig 5A) and 1:82 for the patients with EPT (fig 5B), but was clearly larger (8:36) for the patients with SPT (fig 5C). The residual vari-
ance was 0.34 for the normal subjects, 0.38 for the patients with EPT, and 1.15 for the patients with SPT. The duration of the movement was slightly longer for the patients with SPT than for the patients with EPT and normal subjects, but after the change of gain, there was no significant increase of the movement duration in any of the groups. The values for both the right and left arms of the patients with EPT were within the normal range, whereas those of the patients with SPT were higher for most of the arms (fig 6). Both patients with bilateral SPT (patients 5 and 9) had abnormal values bilaterally. Patient 8 had oscillopsia and could not be tested. Of the patients with unilateral SPT, patients 6 and 7 had abnormal values on the affected right side, and patient 10 had normal values.

Discussion
The present findings are consistent with the idea that motor learning in humans depends on an intact olivo-cerebellar system. Although the two different learning paradigms that we used may involve different parts of the olivo-cerebellar circuitries, they nevertheless often disclosed abnormalities in patients with SPT and olivary pseudohypertrophy.

Classical conditioning was abnormal unilaterally or bilaterally in all but two of the patients with SPT and was normal in all but one of the patients with EPT. As the orbicularis oculi reflexes were present, we assume that their reflex pathways were largely intact. Therefore, the functional circuitries mediating conditioned learning are probably affected. Various brain stem and cerebellar structures play a part in conditioning learning in animals. Many studies in rabbits (see reviews) have focused on the circuits in a classical conditioning paradigm, analysing nictitating membrane responses to unconditioned stimuli (air puffs delivered to the cornea or electrical stimuli to the supraorbital nerve) and to conditioned stimuli (acoustic tones). The results of these studies showed that the unconditioned stimulus is mediated through the inferior olive to the contralateral cerebellum via the climbing fibres and is integrated at the cerebellar Purkinje cells and the interpositus nucleus and that the conditioned stimulus is mediated via the pontine nuclei and their mossy fibre system. This "learned" association is believed to influence the supranuclear reflex centres for the corneal reflex via the red nucleus.

According to the Albus-Marr model of learning, the conditioned response in normal subjects could be produced by the interaction of the unconditioned stimulus (electrical nerve shock) with the conditioned stimulus (tone). The first stimulus might be mediated through the contralateral inferior olive and the second through the pontocerebellar pathways to interact at the level of the cerebellar Purkinje cells. In rabbits studied with the nictitating membrane paradigm, lesions of the inferior olive extinguished conditioned learning. As all of our patients had morphologically intact cerebellar hemispheres, the defective conditioning is likely due to lesions of the pathways to or from the cerebellum. Among those pathways, the inferior olive is one of the likely candidates. Although we cannot definitely exclude other brain stem structures as having a role in the defective conditioning, the morphological abnormality of the inferior olive is the consistent abnormality in all of our patients. Experiments in cats suggest that lesions of the inferior olive indeed produce functional deficits resembling cerebellar abnormalities, and clinical findings in our patients with SPT were similar.

Because at least two of the patients with SPT (7 and 10) had normal conditioning, the most conservative conclusion might be that conditioning learning can take place even when the presumed pseudohypertrophy of the inferior olive is present. However, these were the least affected patients, with possibly incomplete lesions of the inferior olive, which did not involve the pathways for conditioning. This possibility is not unlikely, as the inferior olive is known to be somatotopically organised. One of the patients with EPT (patient 3) had abnormal conditioning for uncertain reasons. Our most important finding, however, is that most of the patients with SPT had unilateral or bilateral abnormal conditioning, which supports the suggestion that the olivo-cerebellar system is involved in conditioning learning. This finding confirms earlier findings in animals and in patients with cerebellar disease, and adds the notion that functional deficits presumably confined to the inferior olive can impair conditioning.

The second paradigm analysed adaptation learning in a different situation involving the somatosensory system of the arm and the visual system used as the feedback system. This paradigm breaks up the naturally occurring and usually very rapid adaptation to a changing force, weight, or distance into discrete events, which can be quantified. Thereby, the speed of adaptation to these
changes of gain can be studied.24,25 We have already shown11 that adaptation usually occurs within seven trials in normal subjects and is abnormal in patients with cerebellar disease. In the present study, this paradigm showed learning abnormalities in all but one of the patients with SPT but normal learning in the patients with EPT. The abnormality was confined to the side contralateral to the hypotrophied inferior olive. The one patient with olivary hypertrophy but normal learning with the affected arm (patient 10) also had normal eye blink conditioning (fig 3), possibly indicating only mild disturbances of the olivocerebellar system. These findings confirm and extend earlier findings in four patients with palatal tremor tested with a throwing paradigm during normal and prism distorted vision.26,27 of whom only two had abnormal learning. According to Fitts’s law,22 there is a trade off between the speed and the accuracy of a movement. In the present case, however, this cannot account for our result, as the duration of the movement did not significantly change after the change of the gain. Clinically, all of the patients with SPT had motor disturbances of the investigated arm, indicating a functional disturbance of either the cerebellum or its affferent or efferent pathways.7 There are reasons to believe that in at least three of our patients (5, 7, and 10) the lesion was confined to the inferior olive.7 Hence, our finding of abnormal learning provides evidence that the inferior olive is involved in proprioceptive calibration as a form of adaptation motor learning.

The interpretation of abnormal learning in the case of palatal tremor is very similar to the one for classical conditioning. According to the Albus–Marr model of cerebellar learning,15,16 we assume that the visually mediated feedback information, together with the contextual information about the motor task, is mediated through the pontocerebellar system, and the olivocerebellar system provides the relevant proprioceptive information about the position and movement of the involved arm. Both are thought to be integrated at the cerebellar level and provide an optimised output signal transmitted through the efferent cerebellar pathways. By reversible blockade of different areas with muscimol, the cerebellar cortical area responsible for this learning to occur in monkeys was recently determined to be located in the extreme lateral cerebellar hemisphere.28 The absence or abnormality of input through the olivocerebellar system is thought to be responsible for defective learning in patients with SPT, but the test of adaptation motor learning does not provide any evidence of abnormal learning in patients with EPT.

In the present study, the finding of abnormal learning in patients with SPT but not EPT, with two different learning paradigms, lends support to our contention that SPT and EPT are distinct entities, with involvement of the olivocerebellar system only in SPT. Further, because of the focality of lesions in some of our patients, we suggest that the inferior olive is most likely involved in the two forms of motor learning that we tested. Hence, the data can be interpreted as further confirmation of the Albus–Marr model of motor learning.
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